#GetModern
Modern
Infrastructure
Assessment

Is your organization looking to reduce overall total
cost of ownership and increase your business value?
The importance of modern infrastructure is to
increase efficiencies and drive business innovation.
ConRes, a Dell EMC Titanium Partner, has a way
to help our customers adopt this. Through an
infrastructure assessment, we can estimate what
your infrastructure is costing today as far as: power/
cooling, floor space, performance, data reduction
and more. We can provide a report on what the TCO
will be if you move to a modern infrastructure.

The ConRes Difference

In a world of bits and bytes, where change is constant, we keep
the human connection in business. We have the resources of a
distributor, with the personal attention and flexibility you’d expect
from a mom and pop store. After all, we are a private, womenowned, family business with 50+ years of financial stability.
Our award winning technical talent sets us above our competitors.
Our engineers average 18 years of experience, and our sales
people on average have been with us for 15 years. We have
dedicated account teams, meaning the people you interact with
during the sales process are the folks you will interface with
throughout our relationship. It’s one of the reasons why our
customer satisfaction rating is consistently rated 94% or higher.
Give us a try, you won’t truly understand the ConRes difference
until you experience it first-hand!
This is a free assessment with no requirements to purchase. Our engineer will use a tool to understand your
infrastructure today – storage, network and operational; then use that data to perform an analysis of what could be
accomplished with a Modern Infrastructure solution. The Modern Infrastructure Assessment can identify potential
areas of improvement and include performance, environmental reductions, simplified management and other
operational and business impacts.

Schedule your assessment with us today!

